Introduction
In connection with interval analytic problems, 0. Mayer [12] introduced the concept of a quasilinear space. Since then this structure has "been investigated under several aspects (see [8] ana the references therein).
Functionals in quasilinear spaces satisfying the cancellation law were studied in [11] . By embedding such a space in a linear space and applying a sandwich theorem proved in [9] » it was possible to establish quasilinear versions of fundamental results in optimization theory.
The purpose of the present paper is to study additive non-negatively homogeneous functionals in an arbitrary quasilinear space «¿. It turns out that if Q does not satisfy the cancellation law, then an additive non-negatively homogeneous functional u defined on a cone M in Q may fail to have any (additive non-negatively homogeneous) extension to all of Q. Thus, if we search for an extension of u that is monotone with respect to a given preorder in Q and satisfies certain inequalities, then we can of course not expect such an extension to exist on all of Q.
The main result of this paper is Theorem 1 which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for such an extension of u to exist on a certain cone containing X Under additional hypotheses, an extension exists on all of Q. These results contain as special cases general extension and sandwich theorems for linear functionals in linear spaces. As an application we prove a generalization of H. Konig's Maximumsatz.
Preliminaries
In all that follows R, R+ and N will denote the set of all real numbers, all non-negative real numbers and all positive integers, respectively.
A non-empty set Q provided with an operation + : Q*Q-Q and an operation " : R * is called a quasilinear space (see [12] , cf. also [8] ) if the following axioms are satisfied:
(Q 1) Q is a commutative semigroup with respect to + .
(Q 2) oi(x + y) = ax + ay for all atE and x,y eQ .
(Q 3) (a + 13)x = ax + fix whenever a ,/3 eE, a/3 e R+, x e Q. (Q 4) oci/hx) = (ctfi)x for all a t /3eR and x e Q.
(Q 5) 'i'here exists 0 eQ such that Ox = o for each xeQ.
(Q 6) 1x = x for each x e Q.
Remarks. 3. If Q is a cone in a linear space (i.e., Q is a non-empty subset satisfying aQ + 0QcQ for all a.^eR^.)
ana if a scalar multiplication * is defined on Q by a'x = |oi | x for at e R, x e Q, then Q is a quasilinear space 'which is not linear if Q contains non-zero elements.
In this paper we shall not make use of scalar multiplication by negative real numbers and so we could replace R by R+ in the axioms above. This would lead to what might be called a "cone space". However, it is easy to see that by the procedure described under 3., each "cone space" becomes a quasilinear space.
5. Each quasilinear space is a pointwise convex semivector space in the sense of P. Prakash and M.R. Sertel [14J.
A quasilinear space Q is said to be a quasilinear space with cancellation law if the following axiom is also satisfied! (Q 7) For all x,y,zeQ, x + z = y + z implies x = y.
1)
' x stands for a'x..
Let Q be a quasilinear space endowed with a preorder <?: satisfying the following compatibility conditions:
For all x,y t z&Q, x« y implies x + z «y + z. (0 2) For all x,yeQ and a £ R +f x«y implies ax «ay.
Then (Q,<<) is called a preordered quasi-linear space. The preorder « on Q is said to be regular if, in addition, the following axiom is satisfied:
For all x,y,ze.Q, x + z y + z implies x «y.
The following lemma is a quasilinear space analogue of an. embedding statement for preordered semigroups (cf.
[4], p. 161). For the special case that the preorder « coincides with the equality relation on Q, the result can be found in [8] , p. 232. Lemma 1. Let (Q, « ) be a regulary preordered quasilinear space with cancellation law. Then there exist a preordered linear space (L,«' ) and a mapping jt : Q -L that is one-to-one, additive, non-negatively homogeneous and order-isomorphic.
Proof.
In a standard fashion we define an equivalence relation ~ on Q x Q by (x,y) ~ (x' ,y' ) <=> x + y' = x' + y .
Let <x,y> denote the equivalence class determined by (x,y). It is readily cerified that the quotient set Q * Q/~ becomes a linear space L if the operations are defined as follows: < x,y> + < x" ,y'> = <x + x' ,y + y'> , " <ofx,ay> for a e R + , oi<x,y> = • <-ay,-ax> for-a e R + .
We now define a relation «' on L by <x,y> «' <x' ,y'> <=> x + y' « x' + y.
It is easy to see that (L,«') is a preordered linear space and that the mapping jt : Q-L defined by jr (x) = <x,o> has the stated properties.
Now we consider some examples. Given a normed linear space i], we denote "by J(E) -the set of all non-empty compact convex subsets of E, J b (E) -the set of all non-empty bounded convex subsets of E, J U (E) -the set of all non-empty convex subsets of E.
With the operations defined elementwise, each of these sets is a quasilinear space, by a result of H. Radstrom The notions convex subset, cone and convex (resp. concave, resp. sublinear) functional are defined for quasilinear spaces just as they are defined for linear spaces. In this note "functional" always means "real-valued function". Given a cone M in a quasilinear space, M + denotes the sev of all additive non-negatively homogeneous functionals on M. If M is a linear space, .vl + coincides with the algebraic dual M of M. For a non-empty subset A of a quasilinear space, we denote by K(A) the cone generated by A.
General extension theorems
In this section, we shall use the following notation unless the contrary is explicitly stated. (Q,^) denotes a preordered quasilinear space, M a cone in Q and u £ M + .
Suppose further that we are given non-empty sets S, T and mappings
Vie would like to esta'olisn necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a functional v e Q + such that The example shows that, for an arbitrary quasilinear space Q, a functional u e NT 4 " may fail to have an extension to an element veQ even if we do not impose on v additional restrictions such as (2), (j) or (4). This forces us to reformulate our problem. We shall define a suitable cone P in Q containing M and show that under "reasonable" conditions u can be extended to an element of P + . It will turn out that, under certain additional hypotheses, a solution of the original problem can be easily deduced from this result.
We define the following sets:
Some properties of P are summarized in Lemma 2. (i) P is a cone containing the cone
(ii) P contains the cone
if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
To each seS and each t e. T there exist
Proof, (i) is obvious, (ii) Suppose that (C 1) is satisfied. In view of (i) it suffices to prove that p[s] u t//[T] C P. Let s eS be given and take any tel. It follows immediately from (C 1) that f(s) e. P^j. Adding f(s) to the relation in the last line of (C 1), we also see that <p(s) e P 2 . Hence ^[S] c P. Analogously it is shown that i//[T]cP.
Suppose now that M + K(f[S] U y[T] ) c P and let seS, t e T be givem Then there exist y^z^e M, y^eKfyCs]) and z^eKtyCT]) (i = 1,2) such that
ifj(t) + z 2 + z 2 « y 2 + y' 2 '
• Adding y 2 + y 2 to (5) and z^ + z' to (6), we obtain
Hence (C 1) is satisfied. For a non-empty subset H of Q, we denote by W(H) the set of all functionals w on H with the property that neN; y^z^H, s JL eS, t^T; t ± eR + n n (i = 1,...,n),
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the last definition and of Lemma 2 (ii).
(ii) If (CI) is fulfilled, then each v e '.V(F) satisfies (2) (with Q replaced by P), (3) ana ('+).
As a first (elementary) step towards an extension theorem we prove Lemma Let H be a non-empty subset of Q ana w a functional on H. There exists weV/(X(H)) with w|H = w if and only if weW(K). Proof.
Suppose that we.V(K). Given xeKfH), there exist neN, eE+ and y. cH (i = 1,...,n) such that n x = XZ y^ . It is easy to verify that by
a functional w is unambiguously defined on K(H) and that w e .7(K(H)). Since the "only if" part is trivial, the lemma is proved.
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. Theorem 1. There exists veV/(P) with v|M = u if and only if ue7/(Li). Proof.
The "only if" part again being trivial, we suppose that u eWGvi). Let JL denote the system of all (H,w), where H is a cone in Q containing M and w is an element of W(H) satisfying wI LI = u. We have (l»l,u) £ X, thus H is non-empty. If H is partially ordered in the familiar way, Zorn's lemma implies the existence of a maximal element (H0)90) eZ. We shall show that P £ H . Suppose tnis inclusion to be false. Then there exists x0&P\H0. Consider the set n fl={w0(z) -w0(y) + hs^i) " ^(s^Jly.z e HQ, i=1 Hence co Q = sup fl is a real number, now we define a functional w 1 on = H Q U {x 0 } by w^ | H Q = w Q , w /] (x o ) = u Q . We shall prove that w^eW(H^). suppose that y,ze.H 0 , neN, Sj^c S, t^T; a, , e R + (i = 1,...,n) and
\'le have to show that
Let £>0 be given. By definition of co Q , there exist y,zeH 0 , s^S, tjCT; (i=1,...,n) such that
Suppose first that X > 0. Then by definition of oj q , it follows from (13) that
ana this inequality combined with (12) implies
If, on the other hand, \ = 0 wie obtain (14) from (12) and (13) by using the fact that w Q eW(H 0 ).
Since £> Q was arbitrary, (14) implies (10). Hence w^eW(H^) ana so, by Lemma there exists w^£W(K(H^)) with H^ = w^. We thus have (K(H^),w^)e Z which contradicts the maximality of (H 0 ,w 0 ). This proves the assertion PcH Q .
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need only put v = w Q | P.
In view of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we immediately obtain from Theorem 1 the following result which is a solution of oui original problem. 'U. Schirotzek
In its structure Theorem 1 is more closely related to extension theorems for additive functionals on semigroups (see e.g. [l] , [3J and £5]) than to extension theorems for linear functionals on linear spaces. It should be noticed that results of the latter kind can be deduced from extension theorems for additive functionals in special cases only, since an additive functional on a linear space may fail to be linear. In contrast to this, Theorem 1 can be directly applied to the linear case. ¡.lore generally, we obtain from Theorem 1 the following result which is also a solution of our original problem.
Theorem
2. Let (Q,*^) be a regularly preordered quasilinear space with cancellation law. Suppose that (C 1) and the following condition (C 2) are satisfied:
2)
.Vhenever x,yeQ and y « x, there exist x' ,y'e.M such that x + x' « y + y' .
Then there exists v e Q + satisfying (1), (2), (3) This implies K ^' ) -Jr(x' ). Since, on the other hand, o^ «' ^ , it follows that e PQ and so, by the monotony of v^,
This completes the proof. Even in the linear case a functional v e. Q + satisfying (1) -(4) may fail to exist if one of the conditions (C 1} and (C 2) is not fulfilled. In fact, set (cf. [6] , p. 25) M = E 2 , M={o}*R, U(0,J?)=J? (qeR) and let « be the lexicographic order on R 2 .
Further put S = {(0,0)}, <p(0,0) = (0,0), f(0,0) =0 and T = S, lf = f, g = 1. It is easy to see that u £W(M) but u does not admit a monotone extension to Q. In this case, (C 1) is fulfilled but (C 2) is not. Slightly modifying this example, we also obtain a counterexample for the case that (C 2) is valid but (C 1) is not. Let Q, M, u, S, cp and f be as above.
2 Further let « be the equality relation on R , take for T 2 the positive cone of the lexicographic order on R and set idT, g(t) = 0 (teT). As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 we obtain Corollary 2. Let Q be a linear space, M a subspace of Q and u e M*. Suppose further that
Then there exists v e Q* satisfying (1), (3), (¿0 if and only if -253 -n e N; s^S, t^T; e R + (i = 1,...,n),
Results of this kind have already been established in [9] and DO]. Also it was shown there that various further extension theorems for linear functionals as well as separation theorems for convex functionals can be easily derived from this statement.
Some special consequences
In this section we shall apply Theorem 1 to establish conditions for the existence of additive non-negatively homogeneous functionals satisfying more special inequalities. Theorem 3. Let Q be a quasilinear space, T a non-empty set, -Q,g:T -R, Aa non-empty convex subset of Q and p a convex functional on A. Suppose that the following condition is fulfilled:
To eactl Xe -A and each teT there exist x' e K(A), z & K(i^[t] ) such that x + x" = y(t) + z.
Then the following statements are equivalents 
n First we assume that <?j _ = 0. Choose any x Q e A, t e. T.
By (C 3) there exist x^eA, t iQ e T; &,T io <=R + (i=1,...,n) such that
In view of (15) 
Hence u e.7/("a) ana so it follows from Theorem 1 that there exists v^j e'.V(P). By virtue of (C 3) and Lemma 2, we may set v = K(A.U yM )• This completes the proof. In view of condition (C 3), we introduce the following concepts (cf. [11] ). Let A be a non-empty subset of a quasilinear space Q. A point z Q e A is said to be an internal point of A if to each xeQ there exists £>>0 such that z Q + g x e. A. Further we call z Q a fully internal point of A if to all x,yeQ there exist zeA and £>0 such that z Q + gx = z + (py. It is evident that if Q is a linear space, then both concepts are identical. Elementary examples show, however, that an internal point of A may fail to be a fully internal point of A if Q is not linear.
It is easy to verify the following Remark.
In each of the following cases, (C 3) is satisfied:
Ii ( We now prove a generalization ox ii. x^onig's Maximumsatz (see [7] , p. 501).
Theorem
Suppose that E is a non-empty convex subset of a quasilinear space, J is a compact Hausdorff -257 -sp .ce and for each je J, pH is a convex functional on E. Suppose further that for each xeE, the functional j -pH(x) ( J (¿je J) is upper semicontinuous on J. Then to each concave functional q on E satisfying q(x) 5 max p^ (x) for each xeE , there exists a probability measure 6 on J such that 
5(h) = 0 for each heB. Now (17) implies that 6 is a probability measure. Finally, (16) follows from (18) and the definition of the integral of an upper semicontinuous function. It should be noticed that in the above proof, we only applied a known special case of Corollary 3. In the case that E is a linear space, each p. is sublinear on E and q u is linear on E, Theorem 4 passes into H. König's Llaximumsatz.
With J = {l,...,n} we obtain from iheorem 4 the following Corollary Suppose that E is a non-empty convex subset of a quasilinear space and p. (j=1t...,n) is t J -258 -a convex functional on E. Then to each concave functional q on E satisfying q(x) 5 max p.(x) for each x e. E , 1sj£n J n there exist a-eE (j = 1,...,n) such that a., = 1 ana " j=1 " n q(x) £ / ajp.(x) for each xcE. o J d=i
